Committee On the Status of Women Report to the Faculty Senate

Wednesday Nov.1, 2022

I. COSW collaborated with CODRE for a Listening Session about perceptions of and support for individuals with disabilities at UofL. Notes for the session are available on the CODRE website.

II. The Work Life Integration committee is currently having meetings with folks regarding what it can do to support the Early Learning Campus, and will be pulling together a group to pull together additional resources for parents in our community.

III. The Campus Climate Committee, representing the work of Riece Hamilton and Courtney Stine, have had some initial conversations about a potential pilot space for a Wellness Room on campus.

IV. If anyone would be interested in collaborating with or participating on either of these initiatives, please reach out to Michelle Rodems (michelle.rodens@louisville.edu), Chair of COSW.

Respectfully submitted to the faculty senate by Senate Representative to COSW, Olfa Nasraoui on Nov.1, 2022.